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4-H Seen at the Fair 

County and state fairs are 4-H showcases. 4-H exhibits and 
demonstrations reflect the best of a year's work in project 
areas. It is often the only time 4-H is highly visible to the news 
media, legislators, and many other community leaders. High 
quality projects are recognized and standards are estab
lished for future years. Young people develop life skills as 
they give demonstrations, prepare exhibits, show their ani
mals, or model the clothing they have sewn. Every opportu
nity should be taken to increase the learning experience at 
the fair for all of the fair visitors as well as 4-H members. 

The 4-H exhibit building can be a place to share the talents 
and accomplishments of young people in an exciting, lively 
environment. The 4-H exhibit building can be a place to 
inspire increased understanding and development of greater 
skills to reach aspired goals. Some 4-H exhibit halls provide 
this kind of environment; many unfortunately do not. 

A great amount of learning takes place by what we see 
because what happens to the eye happens to the brain. We 
live in a visual world and honest communication can take 
place on a non-verbal level. It is time to take a new look at the 
purely visual side of the fair surroundings. 
• Are the displays appealing and interesting? 
• Do the exterior and interior of the building reflect the 

human values of the 4-H inhabitants? 
• Does the environment contribute to the members' person-

al integrity and sense of accomplishment? 
• Do the exhibits have educational value for the fair visitor? 
Look at your fair environment with new eyes from the stand
point of interest, visual satisfaction, effectiveness, and pride 
in accomplishment. 

COUNTY FAIR 4-H ARTS IN 

Many volunteer leaders and Extension staff members share 
a concern for the visual environment and realize the fair 
could provide a greater learning experience for a large num
ber of people. How can your fair be improved? 

Most commercial exhibits designed by professionals are 
extremely expensive; but there are many ways to communi
cate 4-H and its values through visual ,displays and exhibits 
that can be executed with the leadership and materials avail
able in most communities. The visual quality of the 4-H 
exhibit halls can be upgraded without the use of sophisti
cated equipment, skills, or processes if the ideas and ener
gies of 4-H members are utilized in planning and setting up 
the 4-H exhibit hall. 

Preparation for the fair offers creative, responsible, learning 
opportunities for young people. A well known Chinese prov
erb states: "What I hear I forget. What I see I remember. What 
I do I understand." The fair experience could promote 
greater knowledge and understanding by involving the 
learner. 

In accepting the challenge of changing the environment of 
fair exhibit buildings, young people are in essence becoming 
public artists. This is a position of great responsibility, de
manding serious thought and hard work. It requires a sensi
tivity to all people entering the buildings because it is an 
opportunity to educate and inspire the community. Conse
quently, it must be well planned and carefully executed. 

It is possible for 20 to 35 young people to move into a 
colorless, dreary 4-H display building and in 2 or more days 
transform the entire place into a colorful, exciting, youthful 
exhibit hall that shouts pride in accomplishment of all that 
brought their best to be shared. In this building transforma
tion the young people are also transformed. They solve 
problems, become resourceful, gain skills in construction 
and in art, and become aware of their own self-worth and 
that of others as they work so closely toward a common goal. 

Choose a theme that reflects the spirit of4-H and the contem
porary interests of the community. It may be the Bicentennial 
celebration of your community with each exhibit depicting 
heritage. 4-H dining rooms could become western 4-H 
"Chuck Wagons" with rope, red handkerchief, denim, 
rawhide, and calico. Home Environment projects could be
come wares in 'The Old General Mercantile" and clothing 
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could be viewed through the storefront window of "Nellie's 
Dress Shoppe." Multicolored banners and mobiles of Ameri
can folk art can carry the viewers' eyes from the front to the 
very farthest corner of the exhibit hall. 

The present National 4-H slogan could be portrayed visually 
as a theme. Murals could shout the vitality of youth. Large 
signs, well illustrated and carefully lettered, can identify each 
exhibit area and each livestock building. New paint can add 
freshness and color. Interchangeable display units can be 
built of available materials. 

A pre-planning day is valuable for the 4-H staff, young peo
ple, parents, art specialist, and possibly fair board members 
to determine theme, color scheme, budget, necessary sup
plies, and organization before the actual work days arrive. 
The building should be cleaned before the work days begin 
also. 

An "open house" at the end of the work days can motivate. 
Work progresses faster if there is a deadline when parents 
and others will view the accomplishments. It is also an op
portunity to give recognition to very tired young people. 

It is very important that the leaders not have pre-conceived 
visions of the transformed environment. The leaders should 
provide alternatives and resources for a multitude of ideas 
and processes so the young people can become active par
ticipants in their own learning experience. They learn more, 
and retain it better, if they are accomplishing self-determined 
goals. 

Leading an art program that begins and ends in less than a 
week can be frustrating, yet extremely rewarding. The prov
ing ground must be narrowed down to realistic proportions; 
but the aspirations and self-expectations of the young peo
ple must be inflated to meet the challenge. The youth could 
be divided into five or six groups with each group selecting 
the exhibit areas they wish to prepare. Their design plans for 
each area should be discussed with the art director with 
regard to feasibility, function, design, and content before 
work proceeds. 

The young people should be motivated, but overenthusiasm 
can prompt unrealistic endeavors. Ex: A group may decide to 
bring in a small forest of trees to use in the forestry display 
where one or two branches creatively used may be more 
realistic and involve the group more completely in problem
solving and subsequent self-satisfaction. 

The resource leaders must appreciate and stimulate inven
tive and imaginative responses to problems, yet insist on 
functional and practical applications of creative ideas. Ex: If 
one group designs and expects to build a total house
walls, roof, and fireplace-around the Home Environment 
project, it may be necessary to use symbols to represent a 
home. They may build a partial roof line with two rows of 
shingles in place of a complete covering. They may hang 
simulated window frames in open spaces to represent walls. 
Their ideas need not be rejected, but can be modified. Help 
them search for ideas and alternatives that can be accom
plished within the limitations of time, money, and space. 

Sensitive leadership is essential. You can expect quality 
workmanship and the young people will develop certain 
critical insights into their own work. You can help the young 
people to evaluate their performances, but high quality will 
be self-motivated if they are trusted. 

The following questions may be asked of each group of 
people necessary to carry out an educational experience 
preceeding the fair. Perhaps the experience could be called 
an Arts-In and the questions could be used on a promotional. 
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Extension Staff 

• Are you looking for new ways to conduct an educational 
program? 

• Do you want to give young people an opportunity to con
tribute to their community? 

• Do you see a need for fresh ideas and energy in fair activi
ties? 

You take the first step! Organize, promote, and carry out an 
Arts-ln. 

Fair Board Members 

• Do you desire greater participation and youth involvement 
in the fair? 

• Are you willing to support an educational youth program 
with your money and encouragement to improve the qual
ity of the fair? 

Volunteer your resources. They need you! 

Adult Leaders 

• Do you have confidence in the judgment and ability of 
teens? 

• Are you willing to meet physical needs, such as food·and 
drink, for a teen encampment? 

• Do you believe in the value of a creative experience? 
• Do you want to improve the aesthetic quality of the fair 

exhibits? 
• Are you willing to share ideas and advice as well as pitch in 

and work? 
• Are you willing to collect large amounts of raw materials 

from the community? 
• Will you encourage financial support by fair board and 

leader councils? 
Volunteer as an adult leader of your Fair Arts-ln. You'll be 
indispensable! 

4-H Members 

• Do you have a problem-solving attitude? 
• Are you industrious by nature? 
• Do you have an inclination to be creative and resourceful? 
• Do you enjoy the satisfaction of accomplishment? 
• Are you self-directed and self-motivated? 
• Are you concerned about environment? 
• Do you want to develop skills and gain new knowledge? 
• Do you want to make a contribution to your community? 
Volunteer your participation in your Arts-ln. It can't happen 
without you! 

Art Resource Person in the Arts 

• Would you give leadership to an art program with a prov
ing ground? 

• Do you want to use art as a tool for developing youth 
potential? 

• Would you be willing to share your knowledge of design, 
technique, and materials with the young people of your 
community? 

• Would you appreciate a classroom where the principles of 
art and design are learned because they are needed? 

• Would you enjoy working with young people who perform 
to their greatest potential because they are challenged by 
a need they can meet through their creative efforts? 

Volunteer your help. You're essential! 



DESIGN 

Design is a way to establish visual order in the environment. 
As designers, the 4-H members use color, space, line, light, 
balance, texture, and shapes as their materials in the 4-H 
exhibit building. Feelings of well-being, pleasure, excite
ment or even confusion, frustration, and boredom can origi
nate through the senses. 

People are constantly bombarded by visual images and in
formation. Does your product deserve attention? Does your 
idea merit thought by anyone else? How are you presenting 
it to the public? How is your product packaged? 

The environment of the 4-H exhibit building should make a 
"total impact." Lines, shapes, and colors should be repeated 
many times in the exhibit building and in each display to 
insure compositional unity. If the lines, shapes, and colors 
relate to each other, the viewers' eyes will take direction by 
following the repeated pattern. If mobiles or banners are 
used, the shapes in each mobile or banner should be re
peated throughout the building just as colors and lettering 
styles are repeated. Carry out the mood, theme, and color 
scheme in all exhibit areas. 

Commercial artists always attempt to direct attention to the 
most important elements of any display. They dictate direc
tion by the use of color relationships, lines, shapes, contrast, 
pattern, texture, and the placement of appropriate objects 
within a display. Think about the county fair guests and 
determine how to capture their interest and direct their eyes 
to the exhibits on display. The success or failure of a display 
may be determined by getting attention through eye 
direction. 

A display can be more effective if a mood or feeling is creat
ed. Take advantage of color, line, texture, form, and shape to 
get the desired response from the viewer. Also use these 
elements to retain interest in the subject matter displayed. 
You are attempting to gain visual acceptance of an idea or 
thought. You are selling the educational program of 4-H to 
the fair visitors. 

Creativity is as important as technique. Use the ideas of 
others but add some original ideas and preferences. 

Space and Distance 

The structure of the building and the interior space must be 
understood. What relationship do we have with the space 
around us? Is there room for free movement? Do the traffic 
patterns allow for entrances and exits but also compel the 
visitor to stop, look, and learn? A straight, open aisle from the 
front to the back door often becomes just that. Is the space 
above eye level used to direct attention to the exhibits be-

low? Time spent on signs, banners, or design below eye level 
is time wasted. 
Space is measured in distance for more effective visibility. 
Handwork must be viewed from a distance of 12" to 4'. 
Exhibits placed 6' to 1 0' from the viewer will not be appreci
ated because the handwork cannot be seen. Banners, large 
signs, and architectural features should be made to be seen 
up to 40' depending on the size of the exhibit hall. Exterior 
banners and signs are to be seen by people walking and in 
cars from a distance of400' .If there is to be visual acceptance 
of an idea or thought it must be seen. In large spaces copy 
and graphics must be strong and bold. 

Color 

What do you want people to look at? The viewers' eyes can 
be guided over a predetermined path through the use of 
related colors. A color seen at the entrance of the exhibit 
building can direct attention to exhibits all the way to the 
back of the building if it's repeated in banners, lettering, 
fabric, signs, backdrops, etc. 

Bright spots and strong contrasts attract the eye and focus 
attention on a display of special interest. Utilize the effect of 
large contrasting areas of color. The background color 
should be a contrast to the color of the project displayed. 
Things of light value or contrast require dark backgrounds. 
Light mats or backgrounds provide the best setting for dark 
objects. The five greatest contrasts are: 1. black on white; 2. 
black on yellow; 3. red on white; 4. green on white; 5. white 
on red. The lowest contrasts are: 1. green on red; 2. red on 
green; 3. black on red. 

Some colors are more visible from a distance than others. 
Pure colors not mixed with others are more luminous. Pure 
red not mixed with another color is more visible than red 
mixed with white or black. Hot colors (red, yellow, orange) 
are more visible than cold colors (green, blue), so you can 
create a nearness of distance depending on the heat of the 
colors. Green with a good deal of yellow will appear much 
warmer. More violet with a large amount of red is also war
mer and more visible. 

Color.can influence the size of an object or area. Dark colors 
will make objects appear smaller. Light walls will give an 
illusion of more space. Dark objects appear heavier than 
light-colored objects. 

Color can be used to motivate. It can induce a sense of well
being or discomfort. It can suggest activity or passivity. Ex
citement is usually expressed through red, orange, and yel
low. Bright exciting colors create a "holiday" mood. Green, 
blue, and blue-green are considered cool colors and convey 
a restful look. Orange produces excitement and exhaustion. 
Yellow communicates light; mixed with orange it becomes 
gold, which symbolizes happiness and wealth. White implies 
purity, cleanliness, and order. White is important in separat
ing color arrangements. Decide what mood should be ex
pressed in the4-H building. How do you want people to feel? 

Color should be appropriate to the exhibits displayed with it. 
It is especially important to use appetizing colors in the foods 
display. Clean colors like blue and white are often associated 
with health and hygiene. Green communicates freshness a 
restful feeling, and hope. Blue symbolizes honor and faith.'ln 
advertising it is often used to sell things that inspire cold
ness. Colors associated with the project will further enhance 
the display. A harmonious color combination of blues and 
greens could be used around aquariums or dish gardens. 
Colors such as yellow-green are associated with growth. Red 
is associated with fire, danger, and blood. It also symbolizes 
a positive, vigorous energy. 
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Texture 

Visually, textures can be used to set a mood and unify a 
design. Textural qualities give physical reactions when 
touched. They can be "felt" through imagination also. The 
softness, brittleness, hardness, roughness, etc. should cor
respond to the exhibits shown within the display and draw 
attention to the display, not to the textured material. 

Chicken wire, hardware cloth, metal foil, metal screen, and 
wire cables are found in hardware stores, upholstering com
panies, and sheet metal shops. They can be interesting as 
backdrop materials in the metal shop or electric exhibit. 
Rope, cork, bark, wooden slabs, driftwood, potato sacks, or 
red wood chips could be used to create interest in the wood 
shop, forestry, or conservation displays. 

Colored string, yarn, dyed clothesline, ribbon, and pliable 
wire can add dimensional texture and carry the eye from the 
focal point through the display. The focal point may be a 
special exhibit or a sign. (The lines could go out from it.) 
Manila rope can be nailed to a rough board to form letters 
and add textural qualities to a western or nature theme. 

Textured materials such as burlap, corrugated cardboard, 
netting, grass cloth, and carpeting can add eye appeal be
hind exhibits and cover unsightly display panels. Bright, 
shiny surfaces are more effective in small amounts. Use dull, 
neutral surfaces for larger areas. Too many textures without 
purpose are confusing and will take attention away from the 
display. 

Organization of Exhibits 

Organize sections of the exhibits displayed as a total unit. 
Include a variety of colors, textures, sizes, and shapes in each 
display unit. Gather all items to be exhibited with the posters 
and signs. Place large items first. Move all items around until 
each item has a place of its own and nothing is crowded. 
Elevate some items on display boxes or shelving. Distribute 
bright colors and shapes over the entire display. Alternate 
plain color areas or shapes with "busy" or patterned areas. 
Keep the straight edges of items parallel to the edges of the 
table or shelf. Keep the ribbons and name tags straight and in 
complete view. Create a center of interest to draw the eye 
into the exhibit by placing a collection of like objects together 
or one very large item near the center of the display. The 
attention-getting sign or symbol identifying the area should 
be hung directly above or be placed within this center of 
interest. All exhibits should be placed on clean, painted or 
paper-covered display units that do not draw attention away 
from the displays. Exhibits should be rearranged and dusted 
throughout the fair to maintain an attractive appearance. 
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Hanging Pictures and Posters 

Most fair exhibit halls have too little space and too many 
exhibits that must hang. This makes it necessary to hang 
pictures in double or triple rows. Do not hang the pictures too 
high and do not overlap them. Hang tops of the pictures or 
posters in an even line. Display a variety of sizes and subject 
matters together. The viewer will enjoy the display more if 
the oil paintings are placed throughout the display. That is 
true for all subject matters, materials, or processes used. It 
does not apply to color placing, however. The show will have 
more unity if the picture colors are in harmony. 

Treat each exhibit wall as a composition. Start with one 
larger piece and keep adding and changing. Juggle the sepa
rate exhibits until the entire wall becomes an exhibition 
showing good design for the viewers' enjoyment and educa
tion. 

The Design of Education - Houle 

"An operative art is one in which the creation of a product or 
performance is essentially controlled by the person using the 
art. The painter, sculptor, engineer, actor, shoemaker, and 
builder are operative artists. A cooperative art, though no 
less creative than an operative one, works in a facilitative 
way by guiding and directing a natural entity or process. The 
farmer, physician and educator are three classic examples of 
cooperative artists. The farmer does not create the crops; he 
helps nature produce them. The physician aids and reinforc
es the processes by which the patient gets well. ( "God 
heals," said Benjamin Franklin, "but the doctor takes the 
fee.") The educator does not put ideas into the minds of 
learners nor does he give them skills or sensitivities. Instead 
he helps them learn these things for themselves and, by the 
use of his art, facilitates the accomplishment of desired 
goals." 



PAINT 

Paint can transform colorless old displays into pleasing 
backdrops for the 4-H exhibits. A matte finish is better than a 
glossy finish which may draw attention away from the exhib
its. Choose paints that are readily available so touch-ups can 
be made without repainting the entire display unit. Repeat 
colors throughout the building. Leftover paint from every 
house in the community may not cost anything, but the 
results will not be as attractive. Cover all areas with drop 
cloths or newspapers. Use masking tape to mark a straight 
line where the painting is to end. 
When large areas are to be covered, roller painting is more 
practical than brush or spray painting. Paint rolled on will 
usually cover with one coat and can be done quickly. When 
control is necessary, brush painting is the best technique. 
Prepare the area to be painted by removing all nails, tacks, 
and staples. Sand the rough areas and fill the holes with 
spackle or wood putty. Spackle is a powder that mixes with 
water to form a paste. It will harden like plaster and can be 
found in hardware stores. Undercoat the area with a thin coat 
of paint first. The second coat will be smoother and cover 
better. Apply the paint so there are no runs or ridges when 
the paint is dry. 

Ladders and Scaffolds 

Before the work begins, collect many stepladders of different 
sizes, one or two extension ladders, and scaffolding if possi
ble. Work can be dangerous if young people have to wait for 
equipment in their frantic rush to complete their goals in a 
limited time. 

Carpenter In Residence 

A carpenter is a most valuable person to have on hand as 
work progresses. He will need an electric saw, electric drill, 
wire cutter, and his usual tools. He can climb to heights 
unsafe for an inexperienced person and can repair the build
ing and old display devices as well as putting up new display 
walls. The young people can make appointments for help. 

Tempera Paint 

Poster paint or tempera is an opaque, fast-drying paint usu
ally used on cardboard or paper. Almost any tempera color 
can completely block out a darker color underneath if you 
want to change colors. It is brilliant; is available in jars; and 
can be applied with brushes, spatula, or roller. It can be 
thinned with water and becomes quite permanent when 
sprayed with a fixative. It is less expensive than latex but not 
as durable. Clean the brushes in warm water. 

Latex Paint 

Latex enamel can be purchased in pints and quarts and 
comes in an adequate range of colors. It is less expensive 
than acrylics and is used for large murals and outdoor ban
ners. It is water soluble but becomes permanent when dry. 
Most hardware stores carry latex enamel. 
Latex house paint can be used to prime canvas for indoor and 
outdoor use and for painting walls and large wood display 
units. Brushes, pans, and rollers can be cleaned with water. 

Acrylic Paint 

The initial cost of acrylics is about double that of poster 
paints. However, they cover more surface, are permanent 
when dry, and will not fade or discolor. They can be thinned 
with water and cleaning can be done with water. A glossy or 
matte finish may be achieved by adding an appropriate 
acrylic medium. Acrylics can be used for the designs and 
lettering on outdoor canvas banners, small murals, signs, 
and textiles. It is usually not used for walls or large areas 
because of the cost. 

Spray Paint 

Spray enamel is oil based and must be cleaned with turpen
tine. 

There is a "fall-out" of spray paint that extends many feet 
beyond the area painted so try to paint outdoors on a quiet 
day or cover a wide area with papers. Spray paint·is conve
nient but usually more expensive than paint applied by 
brush. It is very useful for stencil painting and silhouette 
painting. 
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MURAL PAINTING 

Mural painting can be a learning experience for the partici
pants and provide an opportunity to do something for the 
community. The young people involved will gain technical 
skills and will understand color, line, and form as they are 
used in a large area. They must learn to work together on 
choice of theme, design, execution, and evaluation. Through 
this group experience, they should gain a sensitivity to each 
other and to those who will see the mural. 

location 

The location of the mural is important. Choose a location that 
is low enough to be noticed and high enough to be seen 
above the exhibits, people, and parked cars. A good location 
is near an entrance; behind a stage; on a large, well traveled 
stairwell; or by a screening fence next to the entrance to the 
grandstand or show ring. Use an area that is not used for 
exhibits. Both height and accessibility must be considered 
when selecting a mural space. Keep in mind how ladders and 
scaffolding will be placed. 

Murals can be painted on masonite, plywood, or hardboard 
panels that can be attached to walls removed after the fair. 
This will prevent weathering and painting can be done inside 
a building. The mural can be painted in smaller sections than 
the actual wall it is to cover so it is more manageable. If the 
mural is painted directly on a wall, be certain the wall is 
repaired and painted with a base coat of exterior latex so it 
will be smooth and not absorb as much paint. If the wall is to 
be torn down soon, keep the design simple so it will not 
involve as many hours as a more permanent mural. 

If the wall has traces of water damage, paint chipping, or 
peeling, your new mural will be subject to the same prob
lems. This either should be repaired or you should use re
moveable panels. 

There is danger in being too ambitious. Be sure you can 
accomplish the painting on the wall surface chosen. Smaller 
walls will require less cost and time. The quality of the work 
may be higher if you do not have to rush to meet a deadline. 
Perhaps the mural could be done in sections over a period of 
a year with each section complete in itself. 

If the mural is to be painted directly on a wall or if attaching 
panels requires drilling holes, get permission from the fair 
board or 4-H Federation. Explain what is to be painted and 
convince the owners ofthe building that it is worthwhile and 
will be of acceptable quality. It may be worthwhile to prepare 
a sketch of the planned mural. 

Organization 

Invite the teens to attend a planning meeting with an artist 
selected to help design and carry out the mural. At this 
meeting the theme, financial needs, timetable, purposes for 
being involved, responsibilities of each team member, and 
necessary equipment and supplies should be discussed. A 
small number ofteens will indicate greater interest and com
mitment. They may become the director group to accept 
responsibility for organization along with the artist. They 
could take the responsibility of calling people to work, clean
ing and caring for equipment, interpreting the project to the 
public, and giving guidance and support to others. 

Involve everyone in planning the content ofthe mural, estab
lishing a work schedule, making decisions, and evaluating 
progress on a regular basis. If the project belongs to every
one, there will be more cooperation and a greater feeling of 
pride and satisfaction. lfteam members feel good about their 
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work, they will involve friends and family in assisting with 
the painting and will be more eager in expressing them
selves. 

Theme 

The people of the community must be able to understand 
and relate to the theme of the mural. The mural could show 
the history of the daily life of the community. It could repre
sent a valued concept such as brotherhood, peace, or unity. It 
could reflect the activity at the fair itself. Know the culture of 
the community and use images and symbols understood by 
the specific audiences at the county fair. 

If the mural is inside the 4-H building, it could illustrate the 
theme chosen for the year (which may be the national 4-H 
slogan). The mural could also depict a specific project area or 
a combination of aii4-H projects and events. Remember that 
the mural is used for a limited period of time and then 
another group will have the same chance to use that space to 
gain satisfaction in solving problems and working together. 

Design 

Determine the size and shape of the mural and do the actual 
drawing on small paper (8Yz'' x 11") in proportion to the wall 
size. The entire group can develop the ideas to be used and 
the artist can do the final drawing using all of the ideas 
submitted. The group could draw their ideas, collect maga
zine pictures of ideas, and discuss what they would like to see 
in the mural. Figures should be large enough to be seen from 
a distance and simple enough to be understood by mobile 
people. 

It is very important to develop a drawing that can be painted 
successfully by unskilled people. If complicated shading or 
detail is needed, it will be too difficult to execute and may 
lead to frustration. Make the small drawing exactly as it will 
be on the wall. Identify the color areas with markers or 
crayons. Choose colors that will be accepted by the commu
nity people and use color wheels or colored illustrations to 
help you see color combinations that are successful. Use 
color to express the feelings depicted in the mural. Consider 
not only content oft he mural but the aesthetic quality as well 
when decisions are made about color and placement of 
forms. 



Drawing From a Grid 

If the drawing is to be transferred directly to a large outside 
wall, it will be necessary to use the grid system. The shape of 
the drawing and the shape of the wall must correspond with 
every 3 or 4 square feet on the wall or less if the wall is small. 
Number and letter the lines on the paper. Horizontal lines 
may be lettered and vertical lines could be numbered. Make 
the same grid on the wall marking each line with numbers or 
letters. Draw in on the large squares on the wall what is found 
on the small squares on the drawing. Make adjustments for 
wall defects or pipes, etc. 

Opaque Projector Drawing 

lfthe mural is done on an inside wall or on moveable panels, 
the drawing can be projected onto the panels or wall in a 
slightly darkened room. The drawing should be divided be
tween the panels used so each part of the drawing will 
correspond in size to each panel. If the drawing is smaller 
than five feet in width, one drawing can be used and the 
entire design can be projected at once. Center the opaque 
projector in front of the panel or the image will be distorted. 
Trace the outlines projected on the panels with chalk or 
pencil. Do not use markers. It is difficultto have a large group 
of people work on the transfer of the drawing so have a 
smaller group do this before the painting is to begin. 

Painting 

If the mural is going to be left outside, commercial exterior 
latex paint would be durable. If the mural is on an interior 
wall, use interior latex paint. The paint dealer can mix any 
color desired from the paint charts he has available. Artists 
acrylics can be used on interior walls but it is more expensive 
than latex. · 

After the entire mural has been drawn, color key the areas so 
all members of the group can see what to paint without 
asking. Distribute the paint in small containers in case of 
spillage. Do all of the flat paint before going on to detail or 
shading. Make corrections or changes as painting progress
es. The final touch-up could be done by the artist and the 
director group. 

Acrylics and latex paint can be cleaned up with soap and 
water before it gets dry. Attempt to keep the working area 
and tools clean and keep paint from areas around the mural. 
It is helpful to have someone responsible for paints and 
brushes who is not involved in the actual painting. 
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INTERCHANGEABLE DISPLAY SYSTEMS 

Modular display units can be put together to fit almost any 
available space. With careful planning they can be used in 
unlimited variety to personalize the 4-H displays. As table 
toppers or as walk-around displays the double, triple, or 
accordion-paneled display units can be used to display infor
mation about the exhibit, illustrate the process used, list 
judging criteria, or house the exhibit itself. The base box 
units can elevate any of the other display units or combina
tion of units. The cubes and shelf units can be built to fit 
together in numerous ways to hold the 4-H exhibits. A car
penter should make these units of available materials. New 
units can be added each year as resources are available. 

Create a fresh new exhibit each year by changing the ar
rangement to fit the surroundings and the spirit ofthe theme 
chosen. Tailor the exhibit units to suit the projects exhibited, 
but add variety each year by changing the arrangement, 
location, lettering, and possibly color. 

Keep exhibits off the floor by placing the display cubes, shelf 
units, and folding display screens on platforms of varied 
sizes. The platform should be larger than the display units 
placed on it. Combine display units of different sizes and 
shapes into an island display on a platform. Rope off the 
exhibit at the outer limits of the platform. 

Single Panel Display 

A single panel requires a foot-like device that projects be
yond the panel. If a foot is extended on one side, the other leg 
can be straight and multiple panels arranged to be seen from 
all directions. 

Open Book Panel 

Two flat, hinged panels will be freestanding, like an open 
book, and will not require an easel or standards. They are 
adaptable and provide many placement variations for both 
walk around or table display. 

Triple Display Panels 

The triple-faced display is made by hinging three panels 
together. When the side panels are set at a 45o angle from the 
center panel, it becomes freestanding. If both side panels 
project in front of the center panel, a long narrow sign can 
bridge the span between the two side panels. Notch the long 
sign and the side panels to anchor them together. 
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Accordion Display Panels 

Make an accordion display by attaching as many flat panels 
together as desired. Alternate hinge sides or use hinges that 
fold two ways so it can be folded and stored flat. This will 
stand upright without additional support and can be used on 
the floor, or down the center or across the back of a table. 

Folding Display Panels of Cardboard 

Lightweight, less permanent, and less expensive single, 
double, triple, or accordion display units can be made of 
corrugated board, bristol board, or other heavy cardboard. 
Hinge the panels with bookbinders tape, wire, heavy cord, or 
the twisters used to close plastic bags. 
If the surface cardboard is undesirable, cover the panels with 
a brightly covered fabric attached with white glue or paint the 
panels with latex paint. If the area to be covered is small, 
spray painting is practical. If the area is large, latex paint 
applied with a roller will be less expensive and faster. 

Folding Display Panels of Lumber 

The materials used for more durable displays should be 
lightweight so displays can be mobile. Employ someone 
with carpentry skills to build them of wood. Hinging is very 
important to store panels each year in a minimum amount of 
space. The lumberyard can give you advice about materials 
and can cut the panels to the desired size. 

Hardboard, such as masonite, comes in various thicknesses, 
finishes, and qualities. The perforated hardboard known as 
pegboard is more versatile for exhibits. The holes and fit
tings are useful for hanging devices, shelves, and literature 
racks. Masonite will warp if not attached directly to a wall. 
Allow space between the board and wall for the hooks and 
other fittings. If it is an island display, both sides can be 
utilized. 

Plywood is very strong and is available in a variety of thick
nesses and facings. The panels will be heavy if the plywood 
is thick and will require framing if it is thin. Particleboard 
does not warp, but will not hold screws for much strenuous 
use. Neither plywood nor particleboard can be used for bul
letin boards because pins will not penetrate the surface. 

Several types of boards are lightweight pinboard material, 
Fame Cor, insulation board, corkboard, Homosote, Beaver 
board, and Upson board. They must be framed if they will be 
freestanding but are useful for display areas at county fairs. 
They can be attached directly to a wall without framing. 

Make the frames of the lightest weight materials available. 
Proper hinging is important for the function and durability of 
the panels. A hinge with a removable pin should be used if 
the panels will be taken apart for storage or to decrease the 
size of the display unit. Use a double-action hinge if the 
panels are to fold two ways. 
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Modular Cubes 

Wooden cubes of Y2 " to 1 " plywood that nest inside each 
other for easy storing are durable, versatile, and inter
changeable with other display units. Omit both ends of sev
eral boxes to achieve a see-through effect. These boxes can 
be stacked together with some overlapping for a floor dis
play or table top displays. The top surface can be used for 
three-dimensional projects and the sides for lettering or 
hanging items. They can be interchangeable and reused in a 
multitude of ways each year. Additional sets can be added. 
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Folding Booths 

Many4-H fair buildings are used for other purposes through
out the year so it is desirable to have moveable booth panels. 
Hinged, framed double panels of pegboard or bulletin board 
material may provide an alternative. These can be arranged 
to provide side walls and backs for the booths. A series of 
these can be arranged down the center of the building, in 
island groupings throughout the building, or along a wall. 

Viewing is easier if the display is elevated. Two moveable 
platforms or low tables from 18 inches to 24 inches high 
should be built for each booth. The panels can be attached to 
the platforms for added strength. Use removeable nuts and 
bolts through the legs of the tables. If two panels are joined 
on the corner opposite the hinged side, add hooks and eyes 
to keep them rigid. 

Platform Base 

A 4' x 4' versatile basic unit platform base 10" high can be 
assembled to serve a variety of purposes. It is a low, sturdy 
bottomless box constructed of a 1" plywood top and 2" side 
walls. Four units can provide an 8' square platform for a 
display, stage, or demonstration area. Placed end to end they 
can be a runway for the fashion revue. They can be used to 
elevate folding panels or modular wooden cubes for 
displays. They should all be painted the same color in dura
ble paint that relates to the building color scheme and does 
not direct attention to the floor. 
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Wall Shelving 

How can you better take advantage of the space available? 
Some projects can be exhibited on shelves; but if the shelv
ing is made to fit fruit jars it may not fit electrical or wood 
shop projects. Easy-to-install shelving systems are available 
in hardware stores and lumberyards. The shelves can be 
changed and repositioned each year. 
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Freestanding Shelf Units 

Very often display units take up too much valuable floor 
space. Attempt to have shelves that are built in tiers with the 
widest shelf at the bottom. Sloped display shelves can be 
built the same size as the entomology exhibits or vegetable 
trays. Literature racks can hold scrapbooks and narrow flat 
shelves can be designed for canning jars. If these are one
sided and built in pairs they can be arranged back to back in 
an island display or used against a wall. They should be 
elevated on platforms or have legs so exhibits are not on the 
floor. For flexibility, mobility, and storage, keep the units as 
lightweight and small as possible. If they are a standard size, 
many can be arranged together in a large variety of ways. 
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Metal standards are attached to walls by driving long screws 
through the studs. On masonry walls, fiber anchors are used 
after the proper size hole is drilled with a carbide-tipped 
masonry bit. Space standards on every stud. 

Use metal brackets that will hold the widest shelf, if space is 
available. Then the shelves can be used for many different 
types of exhibits in the future. Brackets can be purchased 
from 6 inches to 16 inches in length. Use brackets and wall 
standards of the same brand. 

Cut shelves from ordinary plywood. Varied lengths are more 
functional and make more interesting arrangements. Paint 
or finish the shelves in a basic color that will not draw atten
tion from the exhibit. 

Freestanding shelf arrangements are possible ifthe ceiling is 
low enough to suspend the standards from the overhead 
beams. Square tube standards with shelf bracket slots on 
opposite sides are available. This arrangement allows exhib
its to be viewed from both sides. Make the bottom shelves 
wider than the upper shelves so each exhibit can be seen. 

Ladder-Type Shelving 

Ladders can be made of 2" by 2" lumber. These can serve as 
shelf standards using removeable nuts and bolts to hold the 
shelves in place. Pegboard can be used across the back for 
hanging displays. When disassembled, the pieces require 
I ittle room for storage. 

Square Circle Display 

This island display is made of%" plywood boards and can be 
taken down and stored easily when not in use. It is excellent 
for displaying indoor gardening projects, shop items, agro
nomy displays, sculpture, floral arrangements, and other 
three-dimensional items. Cut the lumber in the dimensions 
indicated on the diagram and assemble in a multitude of 
ways. The cut-out circle becomes the shelf so no material is 
wasted and no nails or screws are used. This display was 
designed and made by 4-H members in Ramsey County, 
Minnesota. 
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DISPLAY IDEAS 

Folk Art Designs 

Examine the national heritage found in the county and use 
design motifs oft he countries represented. Dakota County 4-
H'ers made large square-paneled doors look like patch work 
quilts of the Pennsylvania Dutch. The designs must be bold 
and colorful and repeated many times to make a visual im
pact. 

Tissue Paper Collage 

You can make posters, signs, background display panels, 
murals, or covered display boxes with colorful translucent 
tissue paper and a mixture of 50 percent water and 50 per
cent white glue. Acrylic gel medium can be used in place of 
glue. The mural or design can be sketched on cardboard or 
on the wall. Cut or tear pieces of tissue or use full sheets. 
Place the tissue on the background surface, overlapping 
colors. Paint the glue mixture over the tissue. Be sure to 
moisten all of the tissue. The glue will soak through and the 
colors will bleed together. The creases in the paper will leave 
a textured surface when the collage is dry. 

County or State Map 

Is there a place in your 4-H exhibit building for a large map? 
Project a map onto a large wall or panel with an opaque 
projector. Carefully letter the names of each 4-H club in the 
right location and the number of members in each club. The 
county name and the current 4-H slogan and logo can be in 
larger print. 

Helping Hands 

Use hand prints to identify each young artist who has helped 
prepare the 4-H building for the fair. Trace around each hand 
on brightly colored shelf paper. Cut out and letter each hand 
with the worker's name. Attach to a background of contrast
ing color. Include the words "Exhibit Artists" in larger letters. 

Fold and Dye Paper 

A colorful decorated paper can be made from a commercial 
product called Dippety Dye. Dippety Dye paper is absorbent 
and has some of the characteristics of fabric. The dye is in 
powder form. Mix with water according to the directions on 
the package. Fold the paper into accordian pleats and then 
fold the pleats into triangles, or fold the paper into unequal 
widths or into a fan shape. Every fold will produce a different 
effect. Dip the small folded paper into the dyes. Dip each 
corner into a different color. Begin with yellow, then do red 
and blue. Let the dye saturate the paper. Place the folded 
paper on newspaper on the floor. Place another newspaper 
on top of the folded paper and step on it. The pressure will 
blend the colors. Experimentation will help determine the 
amount of dye and pressure for best results. The papers can 
be used in the food display, on unsightly windows, or as shelf 
covers. Paper toweling and food coloring can be substituted 
but paper toweling is much smaller than the Dippety Dye 
paper. 
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Rain Drops Keep Falling On My Head 

Decorate with a multitude of umbrellas, some upside down, 
some high, some low, always drawing attention to a 4-H 
exhibit. They can hold posters or signs and add spirit and 
color. 

Wood Relief Wall 

8' x 4' panels of plywood and boxes of wood scrap from a 
cabinet maker or a wood shop can be used to create an 
interesting backdrop for the wood shop projects at the fair. 
Dowel rods and empty wooden spools can be added to the 
scrap. Arrange each piece in relation to the entire composi
tion. The negative spaces between the scrap wood should be 
considered as well as the positive raised pieces. Repeat simi
lar shapes. Use white glue to attach the scrap to the plywood 
panel. Hang the panel on heavy wire or nail it to the wall. 

Crop Art 

Draw a large design such as natural plant life on a board. 
Collect a large variety of natural seeds. Paint glue on one 
small area of the design and sprinkle seeds on the glue. 
Continue to add glue and seeds until the board is covered. 
Large seeds like corn and watermelon should be placed 
singly. This takes a great deal of time but is a beautiful 
backdrop for the agronomy exhibits. 

Parachutes 

Use parachutes as a canopy or tent or to alter the shape of an 
area. Parachutes can be purchased in surplus stores in bright 
colors, white, or light brown. Members of the rocket project 
could set off rockets into the parachute as part of a Youth in 
Action demonstration. 

Giant Tinker Toy Display 

This is a versatile island display unit that can be stored easily 
and rebuilt differently each year. It is the answer for difficult 
display items such as quilts and macrame hanging pots. The 
materials used are 4" x 4" wood blocks and closet clothes 
poles. Drill holes on all six sides of the square. Make an x in 
the center of each side of the block. Use an electric drill with a 
drill bit the diameter of the pole and make a hole 1" to 1 %" 
deep. Cut the poles to 4' and 6' lengths and assemble as high 
and wide as materials allow. If the poles become loose, turn, 
and pull out ofthe holes, soak the ends of the poles in water 
to expand them. If pictures and other items are to be hung on 
the poles, slip drapery rings over the poles and hang items 
on drapery hooks through the rings. This process is similar to 
constructing giant geometric tinker toy structures. It can be 
taken apart completely and stored in a minimum amount of 
space. This design was created by 4-H members in Washing
ton County, Minnesota. 
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Clothing Display Stands 

1"wooden dowels available in 6' lengths can stand upright in 
2-pound coffee cans. First, drill a hole 1" deep in the top of 
dowel large enough to hold the wire end of a clothes hanger. 
Next pour concrete around the pole and prop the pole 
straight up until the concrete hardens. Then turn the hook on 
the clothes hanger 45° and push the end of the hook into the 
hole at the top of the dowel. Paint the entire thing the same 
basic color. Display props should not attract attention to 
themselves, so it is better not to decorate the cans or poles. 

Rope Stands 

If it is necessary to rope off exhibits, rope stands can be made 
with clothes closet poles, concrete and coffee cans. Cut the 
pole approximately 30"1ong. Attach a 1" or%" screw eye into 
the top so the eye projects straight up from the end of the 
pole. 
Pour concrete into the coffee can around the pole. Prop the 
pole straight up until the concrete hardens. Paint all poles 
and cans one basic color. Run a clean rope through the screw 
eyes. Space stands evenly around an area. The viewer 
should not be more than 4' to 6' from the exhibit in order to 
see the handiwork. 

Clothing From the Ceiling 

A long length of electrical conduit was suspended by wires 
from the ceiling of the exhibit hall of Wright County, Minne
sota. The strong, but bendable metal elevated the clothing 
exhibits higher than the dress stand displayed on the floor in 
front. 

Chuck Wagon Announcement Board 

The food stand became a Chuck Wagon in Koochiching 
County, Minnesota, and the large board next to it carried out 
the theme. Small pieces of masking tape (approximately 1" x 
3") were torn off and pressed onto the board overlapping 
each other. Brown shoe polish paste was rubbed over all the 
tape and then rubbed off. The effect suggested wood or 
leather. The words were written in rope with a red cowboy 
handkerchief added for color. 
Olmsted County, Minnesota, had a ranch theme for their 
lunch room with murals of covered wagons, charred brown 
paper on weathered wood for menu items, Pecos Bill ham
burgers, and Calamity Jane pie. 

Corrugated Paper Bas-Relief 

An interesting textured wall cover can be made of thin strips 
of rolled, corrugated paper placed side by side and glued. Cut 
straight strips of corrugated paper with a pair of scissors. 
Tightly roll the strip with the ridged side facing out. Glue the 
end of the strip to itself, securing the roll. Vary the length and 
width of the strips. Push the rolls up from the bottom to get 
three-dimensional shapes. Glue all of the small rolls side by 
side. 

Cedar Box Company 

The 4-H members at the Minnesota State Fair have used 
numerous unpainted crates, planks, boxes, and pallets pur
chased from the Cedar Box Company, 2012 Cedar Avenue, 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55404. These have been organized 
in a variety of ways to display the forestry, conservation, and 
indoor gardening exhibits. The unfinished wood is compati
ble with the natural materials and subject matter displayed. 
The pallets stood on edge are used as standards for the 
planks placed at varied levels to hold indoor gardening dis
plays. 

Barrel Display 

Composition fiber barrels are used for shipping a great num
ber of things to hardware or feed stores. They make excellent 
display units because pins can penetrate the sides of the 
barrels. Collect a number of these and paint them in a solid 
background color that relates to the chosen color scheme. 
Make an island display by stacking them and using the over
lapping shelf areas for three-dimensional exhibits. Glue or 
pin on signs or letters identifying the exhibit. 

4-H Calendar 

One usefui4-H promotional display can be based on the 4-H 
events of the year. A giant calendar illustrating the 4-H activi
ties of each month could cover a wall in the 4-H exhibit hall to 
let the public know of the opportunities available through 
4-H. The lettering, illustrations, and lines should be carefully 
executed to reflect the pride felt in the total program. Pictures 
in 4-H project bulletins can be enlarged on the calendar. 

Magazine Picture Collage 

Large panels or boxes for display use can be covered with 
magazine pictures. Choose a large variety of pictures of an 
appropriate subject. Pictures of children could be used in 
child care, fashions in the clothing display, food in the food 
exhibit, etc. Arrange the trimmed pictures and glue to the 
display panel or cardboard boxes. Glue all corners carefully. 
Overlap each picture, turn some sideways and upside down. 
Place small pictures next to large, bright color next to black 
and white, and bold design next to intricate patterns. Paint 
the outside of the box or panel with white glue thinned with 
water or polymer gloss medium. 

Branches 

Branches without leaves can be attached to walls or stood 
upright in discarded wooden spools from utility companies. 
Drop nylon filament line from the branches and attach pins 
or small clothes pins. Small lightweight exhibits of stichery, 
art, jewelry, etc. can be hung from the branches. Full-size 
trees can be placed upright from floor to ceiling and wired to 
the beams. Clothing was displayed in this dramat.ic way in 
Sherburne County, Minnesota. Home environment exhibits 
were displayed on ladders, in old trunks, and on tree stumps 
at the base of the trees. The ground was covered with 
redwood chips. 
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Photography 

Old historical photos of past 4-H work or new, interesting 
shots of presentclubwork can be blown up to poster size, dry 
mounted on foam-core boards or poster board, and hung as 
mobiles or used as stationary murals. Most photo shops 
provide this service. The International Program can be dis
played through photos. 

Hanging 3-D Objects 

Three-dimensional vegetables, birds, butterflies, or other 
creatures can be hung over an exhibit area to carry out color 
and theme or to hold a sign. Draw the outline of the object on 
18 x 22 inch manila oak tag. Make them large and imagina
tive. Draw appendages also. Cut all pieces in duplicate and 
staple all around the sides leaving a hole large enough to 
stuff the body and other parts with newspaper strips. Staple 
the appendages to the body after stuffing. Close the holes 
with staples. 

Add color for fantasy or realism by tearing colored tissue 
paper and overlapping pieces on the stuffed object. Brush 
over the tissue with white glue diluted with water. The thin 
glue will blend the colors. Allow drying time when one side is 
completed. Attempt to duplicate the color and design on the 
other side. Use the tissue to create textural effects. Any 
process using glue must be pressed after it is dry. 
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Garden 

Indoor gardening projects, flower arrangements, forestry, 
conservation, and any other nature-related project can be 
exhibited in a walk-through garden setting. Plan paths 
around exhibits on landscape bark-covered floor sections. 
The exhibits can be elevated on logs and driftwood. Logs of 
different height can line the garden area and evergreen trees 
can add height and color. Vegetables can be displayed in tiny 
half peck baskets from the apple raisers. Benton County, 
Minnesota 4-H members borrowed an electrically run water 
fountain for their garden display. 

Seed Packets 

Use enlarged replicas of seed packets fastened to stakes 
across the center of the vegetable exhibits. Make them dou
ble-faced if they are to be viewed from both sides. 

Construction Fence 

Would an exhibit be more intriguing if you viewed it through 
a hole in a construction fence? The graffitti on the outside of 
the fence could say something important about 4-H. This 
may be appropriate in front of the shop exhibit. Silhouettes 
of men and big machines working on construction jobs could 
be the backdrop for the shop projects. 



God's Eyes 

"God's Eye" (Ojo de Dios) is an ancient, handcrafted folk art. 
The yarn symbol is widely used today by the Huichollndians 
of Mexico in religious festivals. The modern version of this 
ancient craft can be used to add color and excitement to the 
4-H exhibit building. Make many in a variety of colors and 
sizes. Hang them in clusters at different heights for greater 
impact. They can be used as a mobile. 

Cut Yz" dowels in 1' to 1 Yz' lengths. One-fourth-inch dowels 
can be used for smaller "God's Eyes". Cut two pieces of 
every size. Notch the dowels in the center and glue the two 
pieces at the cross joints. Have this done an hour or more 
before using. 
The basic wrapping of yarn (any colorful yarn can be used) is 
the forward wind. Attach the end of the yarn to the center 
cross and bring the yarn over and around one stick and on to 
the next. Repeat the winding and a diamond shape pattern 
will develop after several rows. Pull the yarn tightly as it is 
wrapped and place the yarn next to the one wrapped before 
it. Do not overlap. To start a new color, tie onto end of yarn 
with a double knot and continue. 
The God's Eye is usually a darker color in the center. Repeat 
colors in each God's Eye so the total arrangement will have 
visual unity. Decorate each with tassels. These can be hung 
with plastic fish line to move in the breeze. 
The four corners of the God's Eye can be symbolic of the four 
directions from which visitors come to visit the 4-H building 
at the fair. 
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Wooden Slabs 

Most lumber mills have great amounts of the outer slab of 
wood which is cut off the logs. This wood has a rough, 
rugged look. It creates an interesting backdrop placed side by 
side behind a woodshop or conservation display. Slabs can 
be used to build an outdoor stage under the trees. Cover the 
roof and conceal the risers holding up the floor with slabs 
also. 

Horn of Plenty 

A bountiful harvest scene can be the center of the horticul
ture display at the fair. Combine the vegetable exhibits to 
tumble out of a colorful horn of plenty. Bend wire mesh or 
chicken wire into a large horn shape that can rest on a table 
top. Brush vinyl wallpaper paste on the chicken wire. Stick 6" 
squares of tissue paper into every other hole of the chicken 
wire, leaving the edges sticking out. The solid-looking horn 
will have a ruffled, feathery covering much like parade floats. 
The paper color should enhance the vegetable exhibits and 
not draw attention away from them. Goodhue County, Min
nesota, 4-H members made a spectacular horn. 

People Wall 

To communicate the universality of man, cut photos of faces 
or heads from magazines. Select faces of babies, old people, 
teens, handicapped people, men, women, rich, poor, city 
dwellers, farmers, children, people of other countries, etc. 
Glue them securely, overlapping, to a background panel. 
Paint a thin coat of acrylic gel medium over the wall. Try to 
achieve aesthetic beauty as well as serving a function. 

"4-H-The Greatest Thing Since The Invention Of The 
Wheel" 

A slogan used in the Washington County, Minnesota, 4-H 
building. Antique wheels, bicycle wheels, car wheels, any
thing with wheels was used to display the 4-H projects. 

"Oide Towne U.S.A." 

Both Freeborn and Scott, Minnesota, counties turned their 
4-H buildings into main streets out of the past. Store fronts 
lined the streets. Fair visitors peered through doors and 
windows into shops with 4-H exhibits displayed on antiques, 
weathered wood walls, and pot-bellied stoves. 

The Circus Room 

Old fashioned, very heavy, but extremely functional glass 
display cases became circus wagons in Mower County, Min
nesota. The cases (inherited from remodeled department 
stores) were lined up in a curve, put upon cement blocks, and 
fashioned with a border design and colorful wheels. Needle
work was displayed in the wagons and trapeze swings hung 
from the ceiling to hold the quilts and table linens. The big 
top, which covered the ceiling, was made oftie-dyed muslin. 
What a show! 

Papier-Mache 

Fanciful papier mache characters may be made for exhibits 
displaying children's toys or clothing. Crush newspaper into 
the shapes of the figure: head, body, etc. Tape shapes to
gether with masking tape. Add cheeks and other bulges with 
more crushed paper and tape. Reinforce tails, arms, legs, and 
necks with stiff wire and tape. Cut wings, ears, etc. of flexible 
cardboard and attach with tape. Wire may be needed for 
strength. Dip strips of newspaper into wheat paste and ap
ply. Coat the entire figure twice. Dry the papier mache and 
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cover with a thin layer of cellu-clay or several layers of torn 
pieces of paper toweling for a smoother surface. After this is 
dry, design the surface with tempera paint and several coats 
of varnish. These figures take many hours of work but can be 
repainted and used for several years. · 

If the figure is 3 feet tall or larger, a frame of wood and 
chicken wire must be used for strength. Strong balloons can 
be blown up and used for sphere-shaped armatures. 

Scarecrow 

Have fun building a life-size scarecrow for the center of the 
vegetable display. His clothing can repeat the colors and 
patterns used in the exhibit hall. Straw can stick out of his 
pant legs, sleeves, hat, and collar and can be used again 
throughout the vegetable display. His head may be a painted 
papier mache ball and he could hold an appropriate sign 
identifying the 4-H project at his feet. Display him high 
enough to attract attention from a distance. 



Giant Balls of Yarn 

The needlework projects can be identified by huge balls of 
yarn stuck through with giant knitting needles. Crush new
spaper into various sized balls over 1' in diameter. Use mask
ing tape to hold the paper into a round shape. Cover· the 
outside surface with thick inexpensive yarn that color coordi
nates with the entire display. Sharpen V2" wooden dowels of 
proportionate length and stick two through each ball. Use 
fish line to group balls at different heights over the needle
work display. 

The Old Swimming Hole 

Exhibits displayed on top of an old inverted row boat, on 
white rocks, and inside inflated inner tubes attract attention. 
A dock can be made of an old, cut-up telephone pole and 
boards . .Some exhibits can dangle from fishing lines at
tached to bamboo poles. A fish mobile can identify the exhib
its hanging in the space above the display. A decorative fish 
net, purchased inexpensively at a craft shop, offers a wide 
variety of display opportunities. Stretch the net to cover the 
entire wall area and attach light items with drapery hooks or 
paper clips. Driftwood adds aesthetic appeal in texture, col
or, and form and can be used to hold exhibits, such as jewelry 
items. 

Displays With Discards 

Many times appropriate tables and shelving are not available 
for use in fair displays. Imagination and craftsmanship can 
turn any raw material into attractive display units. Go on a 
search for discards in the community and paint or cover 
them with fabric or paper of the chosen color scheme. Look 
for crates, barrels, large corrugated boxes, plywood panels, 
discarded display units from stores, and large wooden 
spools from utility companies. Ladders with planks or poles 
between make useful shelving or hanging devices. Dis
carded swing sets and playground equipment can be 
cleaned up and painted to use in the child care display. 
Wooden clothes-drying racks are excellent for some home 
environment projects. 

Display Boxes 

Elevate some exhibits by providing covered boxes of varied 
sizes and shapes so no exhibit is hidden from view. Use large 
oatmeal boxes, shoe boxes, cigar boxes, and other' small 
boxes of many shapes. Cover them with wrapping paper, 
shelf paper, butcher paper, wallpaper, construction paper, or 
any paper that repeats the color scheme in the building. 
Some exhibits can be pinned to the boxes with "T" pins. Two 
boxes of equal height can be risers for a shelf. Every exhibit 
deserves a space of its own and this simple method elimi
nates a crowded display. Group compatible exhibits; don't 
line up the boxes in straight rows. Other display aids may 
include drain tile, logs, bricks, or cement blocks. If the card
board boxes are lightweight and tip easily, anchor by placing 
a stone or brick inside. Display small items over a pop bottle. 

2" x 2" Sculpture 

If a lot of floor space is available, triangular or square-shaped 
sculptural display units can be built of 10'rw 56' long 2" x 2" 
lumber. It is a very satisfying problem-solving experience to 
work with lightweight material on such a large scale. Areas of 
the sculpture can be intertwined with knotted rope or weav
ing or covered with fabric to carry out the color plan. Clothing 
or home environment exhibits can be displayed most effec
tively in these structures. 
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Patchwork 

Most 4-H members have access to fabric remnants at no cost. 
Cut into many small squares and rectangles these can be 
attractive background panels, borders on menu boards, dis
play box covers, and exterior surfaces of papier mache ob
jects. Coffee cans covered with patchwork can hold up 
shelves on table displays. If patchwork is used in an exhibit, it 
should be repeated boldly many times throughout the dis
play. 

Paper Container Stack-Up 

Paint supply stores carry an inexpensive disposable white 
paper pail that can be used to display small items. Large 
paper ice cream pails are available also. Tip them on their 
sides and stack several rows of pails together with wire twist 
fasteners. A simple table top arrangement of 12 or more of 
these pails is functional and attractive for many tiny articles 
such as creative arts, child care. 

Brackets and Poles 

The brackets often used for cafe curtain rods and clothes 
closet dowels are useful for displaying quilts, bedspreads, 
and table linens. Attach the brackets to the walls at different 
heights so several quilts can be hung one above the other. 
Use short poles or place brackets every 4 or 5 feet so the 
weight of the quilts will not bend the pole. 

Snow Fence Display 

Snow fence can be draped (where large space is available)to 
hold posters, pictures, pillows, and banners on the flat, 
slightly tilted areas. Macr~me hangings and other hanging 
pieces can hang below the fence. You can use boxes, barrels, 
boards, or wire suspended from the ceiling to construct a 
draped snow fence affect. 

No Carpenter Needed 

Three 4' x 8' pieces of peg board can be wired together in a 
triangular shape for an island display. The 8' high 3-sided 
display unit can hold many clothing or home environment 
exhibits. 

Chicken Fencing for Display 

Stretch chicken fence with 1" holes across an entire wall with 
the top edge 4 or 5 feet above eye level. Nail the top edge and 
sides to the wall securely to display many items. Use clothes 
pins or drapery hooks. Display clothing by draping the legs 
or sleeves of the items and attaching accessories next to the 
costume. 

Sink Cut-Outs 

Lumber yards often sell Formica-covered, low-cost circular 
or rectangular sink cut-outs. These can be excellent low 
display tables if pre-made or self-designed legs are attached 
to the bottom with screws. Three short legs cut of clothes 
closet poles can be secured with a strong glue. Elevate exhib
its by placing small round tables on top of the larger exhibit 
tables. 

Spray Murals 

There are a number of ways to enhance a large wall area 
without expending a great deal-of time or money. One of the 
simplest is to arrange objects or large cut-outs of objects on 
large pieces of paper and spray lightly with a can of spray 
paint. Overlap the objects for visual unity. Remove the ob
jects when the paint is dry. The objects can be moved and 
sprayed again on the same paper if a delicate overpaint is 
desired. The second spraying may be done with a harmoniz-
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ing color. These spray murals can be attached to unattractive 
walls behind exhibits. Successful full-size wall murals have 
been made by placing corn stalks, wheat, or other grains on 
paper, spraying with yellow paint, and adding a light coat of 
blue over the yellow. Shades of green will appear. If a large 
area is to be covered, spray and hang the paper vertically 
rather than horizontally. It is better to do the spraying outside 
on a quiet day. 
Drug, craft, or butcher paper is available in 36" wide rolls and 
is excellent for this project. The paper can be used to cover 
shelves and tables also. 

Canvas Mural 

Canvas can be glued directly to a wall and painted. Measure 
cotton duck tent canvas larger than needed because it 
shrinks when glued. Attach with an acrylic wall paper paste 
and smooth out all bubbles. Prime with latex house paint. 
The design can be painted with latex enamel. This canvas 
can be removed and reused in another location and will 
conceal an unsightly wall more easily than trying to paint 
directly on the wall. 

Silhouette Mural 

The human figure can express an idea, an emotion, or a 
meaningful activity. The silhouette mural of the human fig
ure in action is simple, spontaneous, quick to do, and can be 
used as a mixer. Tack a large piece of paper on the wall and 
pose a person between the paper and focused light. A slide 
projector, overhead projector, or spot or floodlight can be 
used with some experimentation. Trace the silhouettes care
fully so each person will be recognizable. Members of the 
group can pose each other in a variety of ways, adjusting the 
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light at different heights. Cut the paper pattern and arrange 
all of the silhouettes on a large wall or on panels. Tack or pin 
them to the wall and spray around each with colored spray 
paints. Overlap some, gently touch fingertips on others, turn 
a few in different directions, and have one stand on his or her 
head for fun. 
Another type of mural can be made by tracing around the 
patterns and painting in the silhouettes. Use a different color 
in the areas that overlap. 

Pin Designs 

Abstract, representational, or geometric designs can be 
made on a wall or panel. Place pins, nails, or brads part way 
into the surface in a desired shape. Attach fine wire, thread, 
yarn, or string to one pin or nail and weave, twist, build 
pyramids, and arcs around the other pins or nails. Make an 
eye-catching giant construction that covers a whole wall. An 
excellent low-priced book to use for instruction in string art is 
called Pin Pictures With Wire and Thread by Marie-Claude 
Riviere. It is from the Little Craft Book Series available from 
Sterling Publishing Company, Inc., New York. The Little Craft 
Book Series is usually available in hobby and art supply 
stores. This book includes instructions for a 4-leaf clover. 

Moveable Hinged Panels 

Many flat items, such as posters or photographs, can be 
displayed in a minimum amount of space by attaching 
framed panels to a central standard with hinges. Perhaps an 
inventive carpenter could design and build this display unit 
with the aid ofthe drawings and the necessary dimensions of 
each panel. 

Top View 
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Framing 

If a frame is necessary, buy picture molding and cut 45° 
angles using a miter box for a guide. Glue and nail the 
corners. Posters or signs usually do not need frames, but 
back framing may be necessary to hold the poster rigid, 
make it easy to hang, and prevent warping. Glue W' molding 
strips to the four edges of the back of the poster. You can 
staple the poster to the frame from the front of the poster. 

Hanging 

If a frame has been used, screw eyes can be attached to each 
side and wire stretched across for hanging. 
Jiffy hangers can be used ifthe poster is lightweight. They 
are made with a metal hook attached to an adhesive-backed 
fabric patch. Clean the hanging surface before attaching the 
Jiffy hanger. 
Double-backed scotch tape can be cut in small strips and 
pressed to the poster back. Remove the remaining protective 
backing from the tape and press the poster against the wall. 
A simple method of hanging signs and posters is to punch a 
hole in each corner of the sign and string with nylon fishing 
line. Use a hole punch and place the holes an equal distance 
from the top and edge of the poster. If the poster is to be 
viewed from both sides, this method is convenient. 

Easels 

Metal or cardboard easels can support display signs. Ask a 
local retail store manager for old window display signs. 
Remove the cardboard easels and use them again. Card
board easels can be purchased in art supply stores. They 
easily can be made by folding two sides of a piece of card
board away from the center. Glue the center of the cardboard 
to the poster back. Trim the bottom so the sign slants 
backwards. 

Symbols 

The display of actual objects or symbols is a very old sign 
technique that perhaps came before lettered signs. Without 
words the project areas can be identified to the fair visitor. 
Large silhouettes ofthe tools used in producing each project, 
Ex: sewing machine, hammer, hoe, scissors, jigsaw may be 
hung over the corresponding exhibits in place of the words 
"clothing", "woodship", "vegetables". The silhouettes can 



be cut from rigid, colored cardboard or drawn or painted on 
colored cardboard shapes. 

Lettering 

Good lettering is easy to read. Most captions and lettering 
must be seen from a distance. Letters can be read if they are 
1" in height for every 25' of distance. Use high contrast colors 
between the letters and their background. Lower case letters 
are easier to read than capitals. 
It is very important to use proper spacing between words and 
letters. Space letters visually, rather than by measuring. 
A simple method of drawing professional-looking letters for 
display is through the use of commercially available pre-cut 
patterns and stencils. These can be purchased in a variety of 
sizes at most school supply or art stores. They are durable 
enough to use for many years. 
When pre-cut stencil lettering is used, paint or drawing ink is 
stippled into the open space with a flat-bristled brush. De
signs of any type can be repeated many times as a border or 
backdrop for an exhibit by cutting the design out of a wax
surfaced stencil paper. 
Felt tip markers are available in many sizes and colors. The 
permanent ink dries instantly. They are the best lettering tool 
available for free hand lettering by amateurs. 
Lettering should always be simple and readable but it may be 
"dressed up" for further interest. Cut letters of textured ma
terials like styrofoam or cork appropriate to the mood of the 
display or write a caption in yarn or rope. Mount letters on a 
fabric or metal backing or paint letters on old wood. Be 
creative in the use of letters, but remember that they must be 
read easily and quickly. Do not add anything to merely deco
rate the exhibit. 

Captions 

Unusual and exciting captions may attract the viewer's at
tention to a display but they must be short and simple. 
Condense your message to four or five words. Involve the 
viewer through the use of direct questions and the second 
person. Ex: Gardening Problems? Ask Us! Use action words 
that speak specifically to the person you want to reach. Cap
tions should include only necessary words. Make important 
words larger than the others. Attach lettering firmly to the 
display area so the letters will not fall off during the activity of 
the fair. The main caption should be seen from across the 
exhibit hall. 

Drawing With An Opaque Projector 

If members of the group feel unskilled in drawing and critical 
of their ability to represent objects realistically, use the opa
que projector for a more professional look on banners, signs, 
and murals. The public schools usually own opaque projec
tors and perhaps one could be borrowed. Use a picture or 
combination of pictures from magazines, books, or news-
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papers. Project the drawing to the background and trace. 
Decisionmaking is needed for the picture choice, placement, 
color, and lettering. 

Overhead and Slide Projection 

Colored slides or negatives can be projected onto a wall with 
a slide projector as a guide for the mural or sign drawing. 
Overhead projectors also can be used for projection if the 
original drawing is made on acetate sheets. When collage is 
dry, press under a heavy weight and trim edges. 
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Pattern Collage 

Discarded sewing patterns can be used to cover entire walls 
or hanging signs in the clothing display. Spread a mixture of 
Y:z white glue and Y:z water on the background surface. Lay 
the pattern pieces down and spread more glue and water 
over the top. Shellac, varnish, or water soluble acrylic gel 
medium will give the surface a glossy finish. 

Charred Paper 

Brown bag paper or brown craft paper can be changed to 
appear rustic or old by burning the edges. The working area 
should be free of drafts. Keep a shallow pan handy in case the 
fire gets out of control. Hold the edges over a candle flame 
until they are scorched. If the paper burns, it is easy to blow 
the flame out. Spray with a fixative so the soot won't smear. 
Mount the paper on weathered wood as background for a 
sign or a menu in a 4-H Chuck Wagon Lunch Stand. 

Abstract Project Tools 

Project tools like the egg beater, rolling pin, saw, hammer, 
paintbrush, "T" square, drill, and garden tools can be con
tent for colorful abstract murals. Make a realistic sketch of a 
collection of these items with more attention to form rather 
than functional detail. Organize the composition on 8" x 10" 
paper by repeating shapes, changing sizes, overlapping sec
tions, and balancing the visual weight. Give attention to the 
spaces between the shapes so they are interesting and bal
anced also. 

Enlarge the drawing on a wall or canvas with the opaque 
projector. Do not strive for realism in color. Repeat three or 
four colors throughout the composition. 

LIGHTING EXHIBITS 
Simple, inexpensive lighting devices can attract attention to 
exhibits and make them more effective. The lighting should· 
be balanced in an exhibit hall so parts of all areas are lighted; 
or choose exhibits evenly spaced throughout the building 
and light those. The exhibits should be lit more brightly then 
their surroundings, but the area around the exhibit should 
not be dark. Eyes are more comfortable with even lighting. 
Check the existing lighting in the building and replace worn 
out bulbs. Metal reflectors placed over hanging bulbs can 
direct light downward to the exhibits. 

If electrical outlets are available, bring flexible goose-neck 
type desk lamps from home or buy inexpensive clamp-on 
work lamps with reflectors in the hardware store. Most of 
these lamps have swivel heads so the light can be directed at 
the exhibit. Spotlights and floodlights also are available in 
most hardware stores. 

Indirect lighting can be achieved by building a wooden va
lance at the top or bottom of .a display. The valance will 
conceal the ordinary bulbs attached to the back and the light 
will be thrown up or down on the exhibit depending on the 
placement of the valance. If the valance or frame is built 
completely around a display, it is called a shadow box. This 
will cast light on the entire exhibit from all directions. Large 
numbers of bulbs will build up heat. Ventilate the valance 
properly and cover the surrounding areas with asbestos 
paper. 

A table lamp with the shade removed can be hidden behind 
display units to give a halo of light around the exhibit. 

Good exhibits deserve good illumination. 



MOBILES 

Mobiles give pleasure and attract attention because of their 
ever-changing appearance. A mobile consists of various ob
jects arranged and balanced on one or more wire or wooden 
arms so they are free to move in space. 
The objects can be chosen to correspond with the exhibit. In 
wood shop, cardboard shapes could be covered with a wood 
veneer. In clothing, appropriate shapes could be covered 
with overlapping paper patterns or fabric. Small round or 
rectangular cereal boxes can be covered with a collage proc
ess and hung as a mobile. Lettering could be attached to the 
sides of the boxes. A huge mobile of brightly colored fruit 
shapes could hang near the food display and large butterflies 
(with wire bent for the wing shapes) could be displayed with 
the entomology exhibits. Balsa wood airplane models draw 
attention to an aero-space exhibit. 

Mobiles are usually made "from the bottom up." Start as
sembling the lowest arm and add others above it. Attach 
nylon filament or fine wire through holes punched in the 
shapes to the arms of wood or wire. After exact balance is 
achieved, glue the string to the arm so it remains in place. 
There are no rules governing the design of mobiles. Balance 
can be symmetrical or asymmetrical. The support arms can 
be straight or curved and mobiles can be any size, shape, or 
color. Repeat the shapes and colors within each mobile. 

In using mobiles in a large exhibit building, consider the 
space. The total mobile should be very large with shapes 
hanging within it. If lettering is used, it should be easily read 
from 10 to 20 feet or more. Hang the mobile within the exhibit 
low enough to be seen (or just over the heads of the visitors). 
Try to keep it as low as possible. Island mobiles are interest
ing with exhibits displayed on platforms at the base of the 
mobile. 
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FLAGS, PENNANTS AND BANNERS 

Flags, pennants, and banners in a variety of colors and 
shapes are an exciting sight if easily seen high overhead. 
They are symbolic of a special celebration and can be used as 
symbols of identification and communication. They are usu
ally made offlexible material that creates special interest as 
they move or wave. 

Richly ornamented banners take a great deal of time to pro
duce, but there are simple methods for producing attractive 
banners to add excitement to any fair. Usually the size oft he 
exhibit building requires large, numerous banners to attract 
attention. 
The 4-H flag and the United States flag can fly on standards 
projecting from the side, over the main door, or from the roof 
of the 4-H building. 

Batik Banners 

Batik is an old technique used to decorate fabric with wax 
and dye. A non-woven interfacing such as Pelion is inexpen
sive and available in most fabric departments. When it is 
dyed and dried it becomes translucent and is attractive and 
colorful. 

Huge banners can be made by using the full width, or make a 
long narrow banner by dividing it in half. Spread the banner 
on a large, paper-covered table. Do not use newspaper. Melt 
commercially prepared batik wax or candle wax mixed with a 
small amount of bees wax in an electric fry pan. Keep the wax 
melted to a temperature just below the smoking point. Each 
wax has a different smoking point. Temperatures range from 
240° to 300°. Don't overheat because the wax may catch on 
fire. As soon as you see smoke, the wax is too hot! 
Paint a design with wax on the pelion. Spatter or drip wax in 
negative areas around the design. If letters are part of the 
design, use large, commercially prepared letters as patterns. 
Trace around the patterns lightly with pencil and paint the 
wax on the solid area of the letters. Do not attempt to clean 
the brushes. Crush the wax so the wax cracks. When dyed the 
banner will have random, fine line cracks which are charac
teristic of traditional batik. 
Paint fabric dye over the wax. Different colors can be blended 
directly on the banner, such as yellow into red, red into blue, 
etc. Wrap in paper towels, carry outside, and hang to dry on a 
clothes l,ine. Usually the wax can be left on the fabric but if it is 
too thick, it must be removed. To remove wax, place banner 
between a sandwich of newspapers and press with a hot 
iron. The wax will melt and be absorbed by the newspaper. 
Replace the newspapers as they become saturated with wax. 

Tie-Dye Banners 

Unbleached muslin can be tie-dyed and used to cover dis
play panels or hung as colorful banners. Wash the cloth in 
hot soapy water, rinse, and dry. Gather up the cloth in differ
ent ways and tie with cords, thread, or rubber bands. The 
cloth can be folded and tied into accordion pleats, gathered 
and dyed into a circular shape, or tied around non-absorbent 
objects. If a sunburst design is desired, pinch a puff in the 
fabric and tie tightly with a small rubber band. Keep tying 
rubber bands until the tied part is half as long as the diameter 
of the sunburst circle desired. Place in water and wring out. 
When the fabric is slightly wet, the creases will be more 
distinct. Place fabric in highly concentrated household dye 
and simmer 30 minutes or longer. Rinse and dry. When the 
fabric is almost dry, remove ties, and hang to complet.~e~~tl~~~~~~i;~~ 
drying. ~ 
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Fabric Crayon Banners 

Draw a design on a small sheet of paper or choose a drawing 
from a book or magazine. Project the picture onto a large 
sheet of paper the same size as the banner. Color the design 
with fabric crayon following the directions on the crayon 
box. Place the colored design face down on the banner fabric 
and cover with a lightweight piece of paper. Press with a hot 
iron until all of the crayoned image is transferred to the 
banner. A non-woven interfacing like pelion can be used. It 
does not require hemming. The crayons are manufactured 
by Binney and Smith and are found in hobby, fabric, and art 
shops. 

Mylar Banners 

Mylar is a heavy fabric resembling aluminum foil. It is about 
as heavy as oil cloth. It is available at decorator stores for 
over $3.00 a yard. Stretch on a frame or hang in a loose 
drape. It will reflect the surroundings and it can be decorated 
with paints or fabric scraps. 

Felt Banners 

Felt is an expensive material but is available in beautiful 
bright colors and does not require hemming. Smaller de
signs of felt and other fabric can be attached with "Stitch 
Witchery," a commercial gauze adhesive. Cut the gauze and 
the fabric design out at the same time. Place the fabric design 
on the banner with the gauze adhesive material between the 
two. Press with a hot iron. 

Club Banners 

Throughout the year 4-H clubs can prepare for the fair by 
making banners of a prescribed size, shape, and color for the 
fair exhibit building. The design can depict special character
istics ofthe club and would be an interesting group problem. 
The placement should be known in advance so they can be 
made single- or double-faced. These banners can be more 
complicated than those done quickly for display purposes 
only. 

Outdoor Banners 

The welcome to the 4-H building must begin on the outside. 
The banners should be colorful and easily seen from a dis
tance. They should reflect the spirit and purposes of 4-H and 
announce the theme within the exhibit hall. The yearly na
tionai4-H slogan is one way to begin. The 4-H logo should be 
included also. 

Outdoor banners must be made on outdoor sign cloth or 
oilcloth that will resist sun, wind, and rain. The lettering can 
be made with the use of commercially prepared letters and 
the design or drawings can be projected with an opaque 
projector. Latex enamel is durable and easy to use. If the 
paint is too thin, pour small amounts into small containers 
and allow to stand uncovered for a short time. The banner 
should be attached firmly to the building so the wind cannot 
get underneath and tear it. 

Single-Letter Signs 

Large rectangles cut from cardboard can be suspended side 
by side from the ceiling. Each cardboard can have one large 
block letter of the message painted on both sides so the sign 
could rotate slowly and be read from both directions. 

Participation Devices 

Draw attention to informative exhibits by providing audience 
participation. Conceal pictures or words on posters or dis
plays by placing a hinged panel or a rotating cardboard disc 
with a window cut into it over the picture or words. Invite 
lifting or turning by attaching a small sign stating "turn to 
find the answer" or "lift up to discover the answer". 

Macrame 

The knowledge of a few basic knots, great amounts of thick 
jute or clothesline rope, and a vision of large loose knots 
used as space fillers can be the beginning of a divider wall, a 
stage backdrop, a banner, a ceiling from which clothing can 
hang, a huge sculpture, or a fence. Measure the cord eight 
times the finished length. Use large branches, wire rings, or 
wooden dowels to hold the cords. Attach the cords to the 
holding device with the larks head knot and tie knots. Enlist 
the help of a resource person who is skilled in knot tying and 
encourages freedom and inventiveness. The work must be 
done quickly for effect, not in an accurate, precise, time
consuming way. 

LARKS HEAD KNOT SQUARE KNOT 

SINGLE HITCH DOUBLE HITCH 
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RECOGNITION 

Young people's contributions to 4-H and to the community 
can be recognized through the news media and in the exhibit 
building. Plan a grand opening ofthe building when the work 
is finished. Invite the Fair Board, parents, and friends. Identi
fy the artists in each exhibit area with carefully lettered signs. 
Record the progress of the mural painting or Arts-In activity 
with photos and slides to be shown at the fair. Invite the local 
newspaper. All of these efforts will reinforce positive behav
ior, promote 4-H programs, and give deserved thanks and 
recognition to those involved. 

COMPLETING THE FAIR ENVIRONMENT 

Welcome Guests 

Every fair visitor should be treated as a guest in the 4-H 
building. Friendly young people can interprete the 4-H pro
gram to the public. Identification buttons may be useful for 
these volunteers. Badge making equipment can be pur
chased from: 

Nasco Company, 901 Janesville Avenue, Fort Atkinson, Wis
consin 53538. 

These plastic-protected, metal pin-back badges may be a 
source of profit during the fair as others may wish to pur
chase them to create their own colorful buttons. 

Garden Tips 

Set up a special spot in the gardening project area for several 
well informed 4-H gardening project members to answer 
questions and distribute Extension bulletins on gardening. 

Sharing 

Most children love to share their new skills and knowledge 
with parents, friends, and visitors. A table, perhaps elevated, 
can be set up in the exhibit hall for informal demonstrations 
during the fair. Lively young people demonstrating their 
talents and communicating with others is more valuable and 
interesting than static exhibits. 

Share-The-Fun 

Share-the-Fun shows often feature many small acts such as 
puppet shows, guitar duets or solos, and other vocal or 
instrumental acts that do not require a piano or large stage 
area. Provide a small stage for these acts in the 4-H fair 
building and invite them to perform throughout the fair. 
Place an easel with a poster announcing the next act outside 
the door and another near the stage. Visitors will appreciate 
the entertainment. 

Welcome Bench 

Provide benches for those who want to sit and rest and watch 
the activity in the 4-H building. It may be a good opportunity 
to make friends for 4-H. 

Clowning 

Some 4-H members may have great fun organizing a clown 
club, learning to apply clown makeup, designing and sewing 
costumes, and performing at the fair. A helpful book is "Enter 
the Clowns", 4-H Bulletin #265 written by Helen O'Brien, 
University of Wisconsin. 
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Refuse Cans 

4-H members could improve the entire fairgrounds by gath
e-ring up all of the refuse barrels, cleaning them with a steel 
brush, and giving them several coats of an outdoor latex 
paint. A deep green, camouflage color draws less attention 
to the barrels. A neatly painted 4-H logo on one side would be 
appropriate if the barrels were well kept. The designs can be 
painted with the use of a stencil. 

Leader Recognition 

4-H members can thank volunteer leaders by having a spe
cial place for them to rest during the fair, a registration board 
for them to autograph, a specially designed button, a graffitti 
board for 4-H members to write their thanks, or a bulletin 
board of names and pictures of county leaders. It may inspire 
other adults to volunteer as leaders. 
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ART IN THE PARK 

Meeting Needs For Young Children And Teens 

It has been a long time since most of us lived in a world where 
table tops were out of our view, where we had to reach up to 
hold hands with an adult, and where interesting things were 
to be looked at and not touched. A small child's day at the fair 
means loud noises, a tired body, uncomfortable heat, 
crowds of moving legs, and frustrating curiousity. 

4-H programming begins with the needs of people; Art In 
The Park meets the needs of many young children at the 
Minnesota State Fair and at a growing number of county 
fairs. Most children discover this quiet oasis of creativity in 
the midst of great confusion and have difficulty believing it is 
just for them. It is usually free due to the commitment of the 
Minnesota State Fair Administration, county fair boards, and 
the Agricultural Extension Service. 

Children discover costumed teens sitting under trees in a 
centrally located park. The teens offer success-filled art activ
ities that result in many original treasures to take home. One 
parent said the art work from last year is still brought out to 
show visitors. Others have remarked that Art In The Park is 
the only activity remembered when fair plans are made each 
year. 

Approximately 2-3000 children participate each year while 
parents rest and enjoy watching their children. If the 2-hour 
period is discovered in the morning, they often return for 2 
more hours in mid-afternoon. 

The Minnesota teens involved in Art In The Park have con
tributed a great deal to the young children. They help the 
child realize his uniqueness and creative potential. They also 
have gained self-understanding and communication skills. 
In many instances, the experience has influenced their career 
choices. They learn to prepare a stimulating teaching envi
ronment, to organize materials, to inspire new ideas in chil
dren, and to encourage originality and problem solving. 

This setting could be reconstructed at any county fair, craft 
festival, church social, shopping mall, or wherever young 
children are present. 

A quiet place shaded from the sun, a variety of intriguing 
materials, a cheerful teacher offering encouragement and 
numerous art experiences, and a feeling that this place was 
designed "just for me" will stimulate creative work in almost 
every child. 

Choose a theme and color scheme to correspond with the 
total event. Prepare attractive flyers and posters to let the 
children know about Art In The Park. You may need to set an 
age limit and choose activities for that age group. You do not 
want to minimize the experience for the young children by 
having crowded conditions and disorder. Benches could be 
available for tired parents. 

Provide a ground cover for each teacher and small group to 
sit and work upon. This could be vinyl tablecloth fabric, tie
dyed sheets, or large sheets of hard-surface fiber board or 
plywood. If it can be picked up and folded after each use it will 
prevent the grass from being destroyed. 

Decorate uniform-sized boxes to hold the materials for each 
experience. Sturdy boxes could be covered with magazine 
pictures overlapped and placed as in a collage. White glue 
can be used under and over the pictures. Tissue paper also 
can be added to the collage boxes. Choose pictures that are 
appropriate for children that carry out the theme. Wallpaper 
in an attractive pattern also can be used to cover boxes. 

= 

0 
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Lap boards are necessary for some art activities such as 
water color, quilling, wood sculpture, drawing, etc. These 
could be made of masonite approximately 14" x 14". It is 
convenient if these are cut to fit the supply boxes. 

A multitude of choices in art activities makes Art In The Park 
even more exciting and creates a mood of industriousness 
among the children who do not want to miss anything. There 
should be enough teachers to give every child close atten
tion. No teacher should have more than four to six children at 
a time. The potential size of the group at the activity will 
dictate the amount of space and number of teachers needed. 

The most important person is the young child. The teacher's 
most important task is to provide a successful experience in 
creative growth for the child. Therefore, friends and older 
people should not be getting attention or taking up room 
around the art experience meant for the young child. 

The teachers may be costumed in keeping with the theme. 
They could look like clowns, fairy tale characters, cowboys, 
or perhaps each teacher could wear an unusual hat. A flag or 
banner could be hung over each art experience to attract 
more attention, but a teacher's welcoming smile is the most 
compelling reason for a child to become involved. 
Through this teaching experience, teens can learn a great 
deal about themselves and their ability to communicate with 
young children. Their main purpose will be to give each 
young child a positive experience in creativity and the atten
tion that lets him know he is a very special person. Discovery 
and invention should be encouraged. 

The teacher can help the child become aware of texture, 
color, shapes, sounds, and all of the sensory and aesthetic 
concepts that present themselves throughout the experi
ence. 

The teens should realize the most valuable part of the experi
ence is the growth taking place as the child works, not the 
finished product. However, the completed work often exem
plifies success or failure and of course success is more ac
ceptable in this situation. If the teacher can help the children 
understand that each of them can do it differently-what
ever is right for them, now-this will not be a problem. 
Success will be built into the experience just through the 
acceptance of their own choices. 

The experiences with visual arts materials may be enhanced 
by musicians singing with the children, a strolling minstrel, 
storytellers relating something from children's literature, or 
theatre groups applying makeup or getting the children in
volved in mime, movement, dance, or dramatic games. Us
ing their ever ready tools of voice and body may help ideas 
surface in the visual arts area. 
The materials should be plentiful. A budget is necessary for 
this. Some materials can be found, others donated, but the 
sponsoring organization will need funds for materials of 
good quality. Often fair boards and civic organizations are 
willing to assist ifthe commitment is obvious, the goals and 
procedures are clearly defined, and the proposal well pre
pared by the sponsoring group. 

The following processes have been successful and all have 
problem-solving features that allow the child to select, reject, 
and make individual choices throughout the experience. 
Each process can be made in a short time without a drying 
period. Providing plastic or paper bags designed to publicize 
the organization or event could be helpful for carrying the 
finished products. 
The activities should not be too messy because the children 
will not be able to clean up immediately. The art products will 
have to dry quickly. Keep materials like crayons, scissors, etc. 
in open containers, clean, and in order so each piece of 
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equipment is readily available for use. The working area 
should be cleaned after each use so each child will have a 
clean, orderly place to work. 

Projects such as corn husk dolls, origami, weaving and 
macrame, quilling, string art, etc. require a skilled teacher in 
each craft who allows the child to be innovative with the 
materials. The more difficult projects can be used ifthe group 
is very small. 

Sand Painting 

Fine white sand can be colored by mixing colored powdered 
tempera into the sand. Thorough mixing can be done by 
shaking the sand and tempera together in a coffee can. Pour 
the sand into baby food jars. Punch holes in the covers ofthe 
cans and use as shakers. Use a brush to paint a design with 
white glue on a non-absorbent tag board. Shake the desired 
color over the glue. Shake off the excess and repeat the 
process until the board is covered. It is better to use the dark 
colors first and if possible allow drying between each color. 

Stitchery 

Make pictures with needle, yarn, and needlepoint canvas. 
Cut the needlepoint canvas into small pieces and use an 
informal "let's have fun creating" approach. Be prepared to 
teach the basic, simple stitches if the child wants to learn 
them. 

Rubbing 

Use shelf paper, rice paper, or onion skin typing paper. Lay 
the paper over a leaf, doily, coin, metal engraving, tiles, 
bricks, or any hard-textured surface. Tape the edges down 
and rub with the flat side of a crayon. 

Wax Resist 

Color a picture applying the crayon generously. Try using 
fluorescent crayons. Apply watery water colors over the 
crayon drawing and the crayon will resist the water colors. 
Attempt to stimulate ideas for drawing and painting by dis
cussing with the child what he/she has seen today and per
haps what he/she expects to see. 

Wood Sculpture 

Clean, new wood in small pieces is often available in the 
waste barrels in cabinet shops. Small hammers, nails, and 
even glue can be the tools used in creating real and imagi
nary three-dimensional objects. Soft wood is easier for as
sembling. 



Paper Airplanes 

Create a line, shape, and color design on a 9" x 12" piece of 
construction paper. Use crayons or markers and develop an 
all-over colorful design with stripes, dots, geometric shapes, 
or scribbles. Turn the paper over. Fold in half the long way. 
Open. Fold the top two corners of the narrow end to the 
center line. Fold once again to the center line. Fold once 
again. Reverse original center fold to form a "W". Grasp 
center and lift outer quarters to form wings. Glue through 
center to retain a good shape. A paper clip could be used in 
place of glue. This wildly decorated paper airplane is made to 
be flown. 

Mural Painting 

Roll36" white poster or butcher paper across a hard surface 
such as a sidewalk or tack the paper to a wall. Distribute 
liquid tempera in unbreakable containers that will not tip 
over. Easel brushes %"-1" wide are best. Encourage free 
painting but try to help the children understand painting is a 
way of communicating and written words should not be 
necessary. 

Yarn Painting 

Apply white glue directly from the bottle to form a line design 
or drawing. Place yarn on the glue to create the outline for the 
picture. Fill in areas with more glue. Place the yarn in straight 
lengths, coil it, or cut it into small pieces and press it into the 
glue. The rigid background material can be completely cov
ered or left exposed in areas. 

Media Discovery 

Provide a wide variety of crayons, markers, colored con
struction paper, scissors, and glue. Allow anything to hap
pen without giving direction. Be excited about the new dis
coveries as they happen and continue to keep the area clean. 

God's Eyes 

From the Indian cultures of Mexico and our own Southwest 
come the God's Eyes or "Ojos do Dios". Many variations can 
be derived from this simple form of folk art. You will need 
two sticks (twigs, branches, dowels, toothpicks, or popsicle 
sticks) and a variety of yarns. Secure the two sticks together 
by placing them side by side and wrapping them together in 
the center. Pull the yarn very tightly with about three turns of 
the yarn. Open the sticks so they cross each other at right 
angles and wrap the yarn across the center several times to 
make a rigid cross. Continue wrapping by going over the top 
and around each spoke, pulling taut. Keep widening the 
string over and around each spoke. Avoid overlapping and 
continue to pull the yarn tightly. Tie new colors on and 
continue to wind to the ends of the sticks. Tie the end se
curely. For Art In The Park these can be used as a neck piece 
by looping a plastic cord through the God's Eye. 

Ink Blowing 

Drop a few drops of colored drawing ink onto a paper. Blow 
at the drops through a straw. Chase the ink across the paper 
in different directions until it is dry. Continue to add ink and 
blow each drop into linear designs. Often these lines resem
ble branches and the drawing could be finished by using a 
tissue collage technique or by further painting or drawing. Be 
sure to collect the used straws and give each person a clean 
straw directly from the box. 

Eraser Prints 

Older children (10 or older) will find satisfaction in carving 
out a square 1" sponge eraser. The raised design can be 
pressed into the surface of an ink pad and printed on colored 
or white construction paper. Because the print block is small, 
the paper prepared for this project should be small also. 
Encourage carving on both sides of the eraser and printing 
both designs repeatedly for an all-over pattern. Cost can be 
less if the erasers are cut in half before used. Several colors of 
ink pads should be available. 

Friendship Stick 

Friendship sticks are symbols oft he time, thought, and effort 
of a friend. The 8" stick is cut of green wood as a living symbol 
of friendship. It is curved like the earth. On the top front oft he 
stick a smiling face is drawn with felt-tip markers. A smiling 
face symbolizes faith, loyalty, and unity. One eye is blue and 
one eye is brown showing friends among nations. A green 
dot on the lower front shows faith in God and self. The top 
(cut) end of the stick is black. Four dots drawn under one 
another at the lower back of the stick are red, yellow, brown, 
and white and remind us that all people are equal. A green X 
above the dots symbolizes hope for the future. Make a stick 
and give it to a friend. 

Sand Jars 

Purchase clear plastic 7-dram pill bottles from a pharmacist. 
Fill the bottle with narrow layers of colored sands and design 
by gently sliding a toothpick along the inside of the bottle 
after the sand has been added. Fill way to the top and add a 
few drops of candle wax before forcing the cover on the 
bottle. The sand will be easier to handle if it is kept in small, 
low plastic frozen food boxes. The covers are tight and the 
sand will not spill as it is transported. Plas~c spoons can be 
used to fill jars. Keep one spoon in each box of colored sand. 
Line the boxes up across the work area. Let the children 
move to the boxes and fill each layer above the color used. 
This way there is little waste. 
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Nature Jewelry 

Slice a 2" diameter birch tree branch into W' slices. Cut the 
branch at a slight angle. Drill a hole into the top of the oval 
slice of wood and it will be an excellent base for a pendant. 
Glue parts of pine cones, feathers, seeds, and other natural 
materials on the wood. For the necklace, fold a 2' plastic cord 
in half and put the fold through the hole from the front. Push 
about 1" through the hole. Draw the two ends of the cord 
through the loop made by the fold and pull up tightly. Tie the 
two ends of the cord together. 

Fabric Collage 

Have a large variety of fabric available. Cut shapes from the 
fabric and glue on lightweight tagboard or construction pa
per. Buttons, ribbons, trims, and feathers can be added. 

Balloon Drawing 

Provide good sturdy balloons and be prepared to assist in 
inflating them. Tie a string to the neck of the balloon and 
secure it to the child as he designs the balloon with colored 
markers. Experiment with this to be sure the markers are soft 
with no rough edges and the balloons are strong enough to 
take the pressure of the markers. 

Button Art Newspaper Circles 

Sometimes an idea can be stimulated by a small beginning 
provided by another person. Glue one large button or a 
grouping of 2" or 3" circles cut from newspaper on construc
tion paper. What could this circular shape be in your picture? 
After some discussion, the children can use markers or cray
ons to draw their own idea around the paste-on beginning. 

Scratch Paper 

Scratch paper is a commercially prepared black paper with a 
waxy smooth surface. When scratched with a wooden stick or 
scratch tool it will reveal a lightcolorunderthe blackcover.ltis 
a unique way to draw and develop resourcefulness as erasing 
is not possible. Marks considered mistakes must be turned 
into part of the drawing. Because of the cost and short period 
of time used for these projects, it is advisable to cut the sheet 
into four parts. Cut colored construction paper to the appro
priate size and help the child mount his drawing. 

Seed Mosaics 

Display many different types of seeds in flat plastic contain
ers. Discuss the colors and shapes of the seeds. Paint the 
beginning of a design with a brush and white glue onto 
brown or rust tag board approximately 5" x 6". Sprinkle the 
seeds desired in that glued area and allow the excess to fall 
off. Reglue more of the design and continue the process. 
Using colored tag that complements the natural seeds would 
make it acceptable to allow some tag to show through the 
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Rock Creatures 

Small rocks of all colors and sizes can be joined together with 
spaghnum moss and white glue. Mix the glue and moss 
together in advance and apply between the stones. Attach 
tiny pebbles for ears, feet, nose, etc. to the creatures and add 
a small bit of color with marker's. These could rest on bits of 
bark secured by glue and moss. Have feathers, pine cones, 
etc. available for additional features. 

Potato Prints 

Cut potatoes in half and cut a design into the flat surface. The 
raised part will print when the potato is placed on a pad of 
folded paper towels soaked in liquid tempera and pressed on 
paper. This does need a few minutes to dry. 

Fruit Prints 

Cut oranges, lemons, or limes in half and press into pad of 
folded paper towels soaked in food color. Print on construc
tion paper. Allow a few minutes to dry. 

Bean Necklace 

Soak a variety of beans purchased in a grocery store in cold 
water for several hours or overnight. Do not soak the beans 
for more than a day because they get sour. Place the drained 
beans in paper or plastic dishes but keep the varieties separ
ated. Use needles that are not too difficult to thread and 
strong button thread. If the needles are too large, the bean 
will break as the needle goes through. The children can make 
a bracelet or necklace. This has been a very popular project 
for the very young as well as teens and the beans are beauti
ful in their natural colors. 

Finger Puppet 

Duplicate patterns of a basic shape that can be wrapped 
around a toilet paper roll. This shape should have a rounded 
head shape projecting above the roll. The rest should be flat 
and cover the roll completely. Have the children cut out the 
pattern and design the shape with hair, features, clothes, etc. 
using crayons or colored markers. Wrap the shape around 
the toilet tissue roll and glue. Put two fingers into the roll to 
make it move. Ask the puppet questions. How old are you? 
What is your favorite color? What do you like to do? 

Twig Weaving 
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parallel to one another and about 114" apart. Be sure the warp 
is taut. Secure the end of the warp thread to the branch. The 
weft may be wool or acrylic yarn. Cut a piece about 1 Y:z yards 
long and thread through a large needle. Begin weaving over 
and under the weft securing the end of the yarn piece to the 
beginning ofthe weaving. This is usually the bottom section. 
The warp can be moved into place with a comb or plastic 
fork. Natural materials could be woven in as weaving prog
resses. 

Thumb Prints 

Press a thumb into an ink pad and make a shape on the paper 
by pressing the thumb against the paper. Make several 
thumb prints, adjoining some. With a colored fine line 
marker draw lines that represent eyes, ears, arms, legs, 
clothes, hair, or whatever is necessary to turn the thumb 
print into a recognizable creature. 

Badge-A-Min it 

A badge or button-making kit is available from NASCO, 901 
Janesville Avenue, Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin 53538. A design 
made with colored markers on a white paper circular shape is 
laminated between acetate and metal and becomes a source 
of price as it is worn. This is often very popular with older 
children, teens, and adults, so a special time may be set aside 
for them after the young children have finished. 

Soda Straw Collage 

Create a design on a rigid background material. Cut paper 
drinking straws into different lengths and glue them down to 
the background. Stand small slices of straws on end in clus
ters. Place some side by side horizontally, vertically, or dia
gonally. The wind will determine whether or not many of 
these activities are possible. 

Button People 

Glue tiny buttons on paper and decide what the buttons 
represent. Draw lines with markers to complete the picture. 

Twig People 

Glue twigs that resemble people shapes in various heights 
and widths. Arrange a number of the twig people on an old 
shingle or piece of bark to represent family groups, friends, 
etc. Attach very small plastic moveable eyes to the end that 
represents the head. Attach these abstract figures with a 
quick-drying cement. 

Self-Drying Clay 

Roll out clay, cut pendants, and design surface with textured 
found materials. Make a hole in the top of each pendant and 
string for a necklace. The clay is also excellent for coiling 
small pots or forming animal and people shapes. 

Paper Weaving 

Fold one sheet of paper in half, crosswise. Measure and draw 
1" lines from the fold to 1" from the open edge of the paper. 
Cutthe lines into slits. For Art In The Park it would be better to 
have the lines duplicated on the paper in advance. The chil
dren would just cut the slits by following the lines. Cut a 
paper the same size as the first into 1" strips. These could be 
cut with a paper cutter in advance or have lines drawn on the 
paper for the children to cut. Weave the paper strips in and 
out of the slotted sheet. 

Magic Crayon Picture 

Draw a picture on white paper using white crayon only. Press 
hard. Paint the entire paper with water color. The invisible 
picture will appear. 

Cut-Paper Design 

Fold a sheet of paper into accordion pl.eats. When paper is 
folded, cut slots, slits, and interesting shapes along the fold 
lines. Open the folded paper. Mount the repeat pattern on a 
paper of contrasting color. 

Design Board 

Hammer 12 or more 1" nails into a small%" thick board in a 
random pattern. Weave a design with string or yarn around 
the nails. Add textured yarns, feathers, or objects from 
nature. 

Artistic Buzz Saws 

Cut heavy white tagboard into 4" circles. Glue a large button 
to both sides of the circle exactly in the center with instant 
drying glue. Draw lines and designs on both sides of the 
cardboard. Use crayon or colored marker. Red and blue used 
next to each other will make purple when the disk is spun. 
Color in some areas with solid colors and leave others white. 
Thread a needle with a 3-foot long string and run the thread 
through one button hole in each button and back through the 
other holes. Tie the free ends of the string together. Hold one 
end of the string loop in each hand. The disk should be in the 
center of the string. Wind the string up by flipping the disk 
around the string. When the string has been wound up 10 or 
15 times, pull the string out and then give it slack. Pull again 
and relax it. As you continue to do this the disk will spin and 
the colors will change. 
Thank you to Kirstin Stenson for the unique tree drawings of 
her students at the Pinewood Elementary School in 
Moundsview. 

WHY ART IS IMPORTANT TO THE CHILD 

The arts bring a third dimension to every educational pro
gram-the personal dimension of feeling, sensitivity, empa
thy, and expression. The visual arts specifically seek to in
volve the student in perceiving the world he lives in, reacting 
to the things he sees and feels, and interpreting his emo
tions, feelings, and insights through a variety of visual mate
rials. 

WHY ART IS IMPORTANT IN OUR SOCIETY 

Through the ages man has made use of the arts to build and 
enrich his personal and community environment. Art experi
ences should contribute to an understanding of the visual 
aspects of these environments and should lead to the desire 
to improve them. 
National Art Education Association 
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